Stepping towards improved
results through practice

Practice
Plus

High expectations of
parents from the
students for better
performance

Inadequacy of correct
practice resources
for the students at home

Increased dependency
of the students on after
school oﬀering

Rethinking
Performance
Most current practices
act as mere tools to
assign a grade to the
students

Teachers strive
to adapt to the large &
diverse type of students
in class

Limited mechanisms for
teachers to diagnose &
provide personalized
feedbacks to students

Practice
Plus
‘Practice Plus’ is an

Empowers
teachers
to maximize
students’
performance

Supports
personalized
learning
paths

Enables
students to
practice on
weaker
areas

Flexible
grouping of
students’ level
basis diagnostic
reports

Relevant
insights for
assessment
planning

Regular
updates
about assessments
and practice

academically designed
online solution for K-12 that
enables practice and
assessment. It’s not only
limited to assigning grades to
the students but also
facilitates regular practice,
timely assessments, effective
diagnosis of students‘
strengths and weaknesses.
This empowers teachers to
take informed decisions on
students’ progress thus
enabling the students to
gradually improve
performance.

Smart Practice
Companion
Practice Plus actively engages all stakeholders
ranging from teachers to parents. It is a 360º
online solution with features like student-practice
engine, assessment conﬁgurator and detailed
analytics that enables students to identify and
focus on improvement areas.

Dynamic Practice Engine

Flexibility to craft practice to master the
concepts as per the performance analysis

Self-monitoring of strengths
and areas to improve
Analyzing evidence of
thinking and understanding

Shared
understanding
of learning goals,
targets and
standards

Comprehensive Question Bank

Conﬁguration of practice and assessment
at the click of a button

Real-Time Assessment

Enabling anytime anywhere learning at
learner’s level & pace

Personalized Reports

Improving learning of the students via
various reports at concept & skill level

Continuous Performance Analysis
Assists in identifying the strength and
weakness at a skill/concept level

Feedback on
progress
of assessment
and learning

Adjusting instructional strategy
based on evidence
Collecting and analyzing evidence
of student understanding

How Practice Plus Works
Student’s Self Learning Path

Pre-Requisite
What do I need
to learn?

Teacher

Practice Engine

Formulate

Teacher creates
the question paper

How will
I plan?

Implement
Teacher administers test
to the student

Analyze

Self Assessment
Student
completes and
submits the
assessment

Detailed diagnostic reports
- Skill wise, concept wise

Reﬂect
Class dashboard reﬂecting
levels of student progress

Student
Takes Test

What
is the
evidence of
my learning?

Range of evidence
of learning progress

Feedback

What does
evidence tells me?

Reports
Where am I in
learning life cycle now?

Teacher Assisted Learning Path

Student

Comprehensive Dashboard
With detailed reports for all stakeholders

Actionable Analytics

Flexible Groupings

“Over time, students move
forward in their learning when
they can use personal knowledge
to construct meaning, have skills
of self-monitoring to realize that
they don’t understand something,
and have ways of deciding what to
do next.”
Lorna M. Earl (2003). Assessment As Learning: Using
classroom assessment to maximize student learning.

DELIVERABLES

Cloud
based
deployment

Question bank for
K-12 at chapter
& topic level

Regular SMS &
email updates on
student’ activity

Training for
teachers & school
administrators

Telephonic
and online
support

ABOUT NIIT NGURU
NIIT Nguru is a holistic range of School Learning Solutions that aims to make the vital
process of teaching and learning simpler, thus bringing back the joy of learning for
students. NIIT Nguru was launched in 1999 with the prestigious BOOT project awarded by
the Tamil Nadu Government, targeting 371 government schools in the state. Now NIIT has
extended its Nguru range of solutions to 19 states, touching 88 cities and covering more
than 17,000 government and private schools in the country.
Designed as per the recommendations of the National Curriculum Framework-2005, NIIT
Nguru integrates the teaching, learning, assessment and analysis processes through
optimization of technology. It is an integrated and comprehensive teaching, learning and
education resource planning solution for the schools, which has been designed to address
the needs of all key stakeholders within the education realm - students, teachers, school
management and parents.
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